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ABSTRACT
Many observed giant planets lie on eccentric orbits. Such orbits could be the result
of strong scatterings with other giant planets. The same dynamical instability that
produces these scatterings may also cause habitable planets in interior orbits to become
ejected, destroyed, or be transported out of the habitable zone. We say that a habitable
planet has resilient habitability if it is able to avoid ejections and collisions and its orbit
remains inside the habitable zone. Here we model the orbital evolution of rocky planets
in planetary systems where giant planets become dynamically unstable. We measure
the resilience of habitable planets as a function of the observed, present-day masses and
orbits of the giant planets. We find that the survival rate of habitable planets depends
strongly on the giant planet architecture. Equal-mass planetary systems are far more
destructive than systems with giant planets of unequal masses. We also establish a
link with observation; we find that giant planets with present-day eccentricities higher
than 0.4 almost never have a habitable interior planet. For a giant planet with an
present-day eccentricity of 0.2 and semimajor axis of 5 AU orbiting a Sun-like star,
50% of the orbits in the habitable zone are resilient to the instability. As semimajor
axis increases and eccentricity decreases, a higher fraction of habitable planets survive
and remain habitable. However, if the habitable planet has rocky siblings, there is a
significant risk of rocky planet collisions that would sterilize the planet.
Key words: planets and satellites: dynamical evolution and stability – planets and
satellites: gaseous planets – planets and satellites: terrestrial planets
1 INTRODUCTION
With the discovery by ground-based and space-based sur-
veys that planetary systems are common in the Galaxy (e.g.
Mayor et al. 2011; Batalha et al. 2013), there has been grow-
ing interest in whether life bearing worlds may also be com-
mon. Most known small planets —those with radii below
2R‘— are in close-in orbits, where they are more easily
detected by transit or radial velocity techniques. About 13-
20% of main sequence FGK stars have a 0.8´1.25RC planet
with period up to 85 days (Fressin et al. 2013). While a
simple extrapolation of Kepler data suggests that 20% of
Sun-like stars may have Earth-size planets in the habitable
zone (Petigura et al. 2013), detecting these planets remains
a challenge.
Several authors have investigated the orbital stability
of hypothetical terrestrial planets in the habitable zones of
known planetary systems (e.g. Jones et al. 2001; Menou
& Tabachnik 2003; Barnes & Raymond 2004; Rivera &
Haghighipour 2007). This type of study provides important
constraints on where small planets could reside. However,
‹ E-mail: danielc@astro.lu.se
various authors have noted that the dynamical history of the
system is also important. Specifically, some orbits that ap-
pear stable today may have been unstable in the past, when
the giant planets underwent a dynamical instability. Veras
& Armitage (2006, 2005) were among the first to study the
anti-correlation between giant planets and terrestrial plan-
ets. They studied terrestrial planet formation in systems of
three giant planets and found that giant planet scatterings
interfere with the formation of terrestrial planets. Raymond
et al. (2012, 2011) extended this work by also including an
outer planetesimal disk similar to a primitive Kuiper belt.
They found a strong correlation between the formation of
terrestrial planets and the presence of large debris belts.
More recently, Matsumura et al. (2013) studied the evolu-
tion of fully formed terrestrial planets in a planetary system
with three Jupiters. They showed that some orbits that ap-
pear stable today will be devoid of rocky planets because of
a giant planet configuration that existed in the past.
In this paper we argue that the present-day orbits of
observed giant planets contain information about the initial
conditions and the dynamical history of the planet system
and thus the regions of stability of smaller companion plan-
ets. Concretely, we estimate a rough probability that a hab-
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itable planet will have survived and remained in the habit-
able zone to the present day, as a function of the present-day
orbit of an observed giant exoplanet.
A planetary system is said to be Hill stable when planet
orbits are guaranteed to never cross. Orbit crossings lead to
planet-planet scatterings that culminate in planet ejections
or physical collisions (e.g. Davies et al. 2014, and references
therein). Juric´ & Tremaine (2008) found that dynamical in-
stabilities between giant planets naturally explain the ec-
centricity distribution of observed exoplanets. In planet sys-
tems where instabilities occur, habitable planets may be de-
stroyed, or may be moved outside the habitable zone. Glad-
man (1993) showed that a planetary system with two planets
on circular, co-planar orbits will be Hill stable if ∆ ą 2?3,
where ∆ is the semimajor axis separation measured in mu-
tual Hill radii,
∆ “ a2 ´ a1
RH
, (1)
RH “
ˆ
m1 `m2
3M‹
˙1{3 ´a1 ` a2
2
¯
, (2)
where m1, m2, a1, and a2 are the masses and semimajor
axes of the two planets. For systems with more than two
planets Hill stability is probably not possible, and systems
with ∆ up to 10 have been shown to be always unstable,
at least for equal-mass planets (Chambers et al. 1996). The
time to a close encounter grows exponentially with ∆. For
a fixed ∆, the time to a close encounter depends weakly on
the number of planets and the planet masses, at least up to
Jupiter-mass planets (Chambers et al. 1996; Faber & Quillen
2007). For ten Jupiter-mass planets, Faber & Quillen (2007)
found tclose „ 27.7∆. This extremely steep dependence on
∆ means that two systems with similar ∆ values can have
very different lifetimes.
At the time of gas dispersal after a few million years
of evolution, the inner region of a protoplanetary disc is
believed to be populated by planetesimals and planetary
embryos up to the mass of Mars (Kokubo & Ida 1996; Jo-
hansen et al. 2015). The assembly of terrestrial planets akin
to Earth and Venus occurs by consecutive giant impacts be-
tween these embryos over the next 100 Myr (Chambers &
Wetherill 1998; Raymond et al. 2006). In the context of hab-
itable rocky planets, we are therefore interested in planet
systems that are stable for at least 100 Myr. However, as
noted earlier, a planet system that is stable for a 100 Myr
has almost the same ∆ as one that is stable for a few Myr.
For this reason we chose to focus on the latter group, so
that we can conduct more simulations and produce a more
thorough study.
In a related work, Matsumura et al. (2013) studied the
fate of 11 test particles in a flat (I „ 0.003˝) planetary sys-
tem with three Jupiters that had orbit crossings after a few
hundred years (figure 1 of their paper). After reproducing
their results, we extended their work in several ways:
(i) We moved the giant planets outward and increased
their mutual separations so that the orbit crossings happen
after a few Myr instead of a few hundred years. As noted ear-
lier, this time-scale is more consistent with terrestrial planet
formation.
(ii) We choose all planet and test particle inclinations
from a distribution that results in mutual inclinations of
2-3˝ (section 2), which is in line with exoplanet observations
(Johansen et al. 2012).
(iii) We explore different giant planet architectures. In ad-
dition to the three-Jupiter (3J) systems that Matsumura
et al. (2013) studied, we also explore architectures with four
giant planets of unequal masses (4G).
(iv) Finally, we explore how rocky planets fail to behave
like test particles. In a system with multiple rocky planets,
collisions and dynamical interactions can have a strong im-
pact on survivability
Levison & Agnor (2003) has investigated how the gi-
ant planet architecture affects the formation of terrestrial
planets. The key difference between our work and theirs is
that in their scenario any giant planet instability occurred
early, before the formation of rocky planets. In our work,
we assume that the giant planet instability occurs after the
terrestrial planets have been assembled.
We also differ from previous work in that we focus
our attention on habitability. We are not only interested in
whether a planet is ejected or destroyed, but also on whether
a change in its orbital parameters can take the planet out
of the habitable zone, or otherwise render it uninhabitable.
The habitable zone is the region around a star where a rocky
planet with the right atmosphere can have liquid water on
the surface.
Traditional estimates of the habitable zone are pro-
duced by 1D climate models which assume cloud-free, sat-
urated atmospheres (e.g. Kasting et al. 1993; Selsis et al.
2007; Kopparapu et al. 2013a). The inner edge of the hab-
itable zone is set by the runaway greenhouse or the moist
greenhouse limit. In the latter, the stratosphere becomes wa-
ter rich, leading to photo-dissociation and the loss of water
through hydrogen escape (Kopparapu et al. 2013a). All 1D
models tend to give pessimistic estimates of the inner edge of
the habitable zone because they cannot include the cooling
effect of cloud feedback (which increases albedo), long-wave
emission from subsaturated air above the subtropics, or heat
transport away from the equator (Wolf & Toon 2014). For
this reason we refer to the 1D models as the “conservative”
habitable zone.
Despite their limitations, 1D models are commonly used
because they are cheaper than full 3D models (GCMs) and
can provide habitable zone limits for a wide range of stellar
parameters. Besides, there are many other factors that affect
habitability. Rocky planets much dryer than Earth (“Dune”
worlds) can avoid the moist greenhouse much closer to their
parent star (Abe et al. 2011), while eccentricity and obliquity
can make a planet more resilient against global freezing (e.g.
Dressing et al. 2010; Armstrong et al. 2014). Williams &
Pollard (2002) used a GCM to study the climate of an Earth-
like planet on an eccentric orbit around a Sun-like star. They
found that the moist greenhouse limit is set primarily by the
mean orbital flux received by planet, which is given by
xF y “ L
4pia2p1´ e2q1{2 , (3)
where a and e and the planet’s semimajor axis and eccentric-
ity, L is the stellar luminosity, and xF y is the mean orbital
flux.
This paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we de-
scribe our numerical methods and initial conditions. We use
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Table 1. Initial conditions. We model 3-4 giant planets with the
inner giant at 5 AU. The other giant planets are added at fixed
separations ∆ (Eqn. 1). The value of ∆ is chosen to produce close
encounters in a few million years. The orbits are circular, and the
mutual inclinations are typically 2–3˝ (see main text). See also
Fig. 1.
m1{MJ m2{MJ m3{MJ m4{MJ a1/AU ∆
3J 1 1 1 - 5 5.1
4Ga 1 0.35 0.10 0.05 5 5.7
4Gb 1 0.30 0.05 0.05 5 5.7
4Gc 1 0.20 0.05 0.05 5 5.7
an N-body integrator to model the long term evolution of
different types of planetary systems. We select orbital sep-
arations and inclinations consistent with observation. We
model terrestrial planets both as test particles, and as mas-
sive bodies. In section 3 we present our results, and in sec-
tion 4 we discuss the implications. Finally, we summarize
and conclude in section 5.
2 METHODS
We performed N-body simulations of planetary systems us-
ing the hybrid integrator of the MERCURY code (Chambers
1999). We simulated systems with either three Jupiter-mass
planets (3J) or four giant planets of unequal masses (4G)
orbiting a Sun-like star. In all our simulations the planets
are initially in circular orbits with the innermost giant at
5 AU and the other giant planets at fixed separations in ∆
(Eqn. 1). The planet masses and ∆ values are shown in Table
1. The planet system 4Gb has the same giant planet masses
as the solar system, 4Ga is less hierarchical than the solar
system, and 4Gc is more hierarchical. The value of ∆ was
chosen so that the systems would typically have orbit cross-
ings after a few Myr (we discussed the rationale in section
1). We ran each system for 30 Myr unless noted otherwise.
In all our runs, when a planet or test particle reaches a dis-
tance of 1000 AU from the star, it is considered an ejection,
and is removed from the simulation.
Following the prescription of Johansen et al. (2012), we
give each orbit a random inclination I between 0˝ and 5˝ and
a random longitude of ascending node (0˝ ă Ω ă 360˝). This
results in the planets having having a range of mutual incli-
nations between 0˝ and 10˝ with typical values around 2–3˝,
which is consistent with systems of super-Earths observed
with the Kepler telescope (Johansen et al. 2012). We also
give the planets random mean anomalies (0˝ ă λ ă 360˝).
In our first set or runs, we ran 50 instances of each
planet system in Table 1, along with 100 test particles. The
test particles have semimajor axes distributed uniformly
in log from 0.65 to 2 AU. The other orbital parameters
(e, I,Ω, λ) follow the same prescription as the massive plan-
ets. The initial conditions of the giant planets and test parti-
cles are illustrated in Fig. 1. There were six 3J runs that did
not experience ejections or collisions within the 30 Myr in-
tegration time. We extended these runs for another 30 Myr,
at which point four more runs had experienced ejections and
collisions. The two remaining runs were prolonged for an ad-
ditional 30 Myr, but no ejections or collisions occurred. We
consider those two runs “unresolved” and exclude them from
our final results.
5 10
Semimajor axis (AU)
4Gc
4Gb
4Ga
3J
Jupiter Saturn Uranus
7.95 13.9
5.1 5.1
5.7 5.7 5.7
5.7 5.7 5.7
5.7 5.7 5.7
0.5 1 5 10
Semimajor axis (AU)
4Gc
4Gb
4Ga
3J
Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus
Figure 1. Initial conditions. We consider equal-mass (3J) and hi-
erarchical (4G) giant planet systems. Each planet is represented
as a circle with radius proportional to m1{3. The top plot shows
the separations between planets in terms of mutual Hill radii
(Eqn. 1). The bottom plot shows the 100 test particles between
0.65 and 2 AU. Solar system shown for scale.
In our second set of runs we studied the effect of rocky
planet mass and multiplicity. In general, single rocky planet
should behave similar to a test particle, but test particles do
not capture rocky planet collisions or dynamical interactions
(see section 3.4). We performed a new set of 4Gb simulations
with the test particles replaced by 1, 2, or 4 Earth-mass
planets as described in Table 2. As before, the other orbital
parameters (e, I,Ω, λ) follow the prescription of the giant
planets. We ran 50 instances of each system. The 1-Earth
runs (4Gb+1e) serve as a test for the particle runs, while the
other runs show the effect of multiplicity in the terrestrial
zone. We placed the rocky planets in the orbits of the test
particles that were closest to present-day Mercury, Venus,
Earth, and Mars.
As a final set of runs, we chose the 4Gb and 4Gb+4e
runs for a more in-depth study. We ran an additional 250
runs or 4Gb+4e, for a total of 300 runs. We added 40 test
MNRAS accepted, 1–14 (2016)
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Table 2. We performed additional runs with the 4Gb planets,
but with the test particles replaced by one, two, or four Earth-
mass planets in the terrestrial zone. We use 4Gb+1e to verify
the results of the test particle runs. We use 4Gb+2e and 4Gb+4e
to study the dynamical interactions between rocky planets. The
Earth-mass planets were placed in the orbits of the test particles
closest to present-day Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars.
a1/AU a2/AU a3/AU a4/AU masses (MC)
4Gb+1e - - 1.00 - 1
4Gb+2e - 0.72 1.00 - 1
4Gb+4e 0.39 0.72 1.00 1.52 1
particles to 4G, for a total of 140 particles from 0.65 to 3.15
AU, and ran a new set of 300 runs.
3 RESULTS
3.1 System architecture
Figure 2 shows typical results from our 4Gb runs. Because
the system is chaotic, two systems with similar orbits can
have radically different histories. Matsumura et al. (2013)
found that giant planet-planet collisions are associated with
higher survival rates. Although we can certainly reproduce
this result for 3J systems, we found no such correlation for
4G systems. In addition, we found that higher inclinations
and wider orbits significantly reduce the number of colli-
sions. Using the same initial conditions as Matsumura et al.
(2013) (all 3J), we found that „ 78% of the systems had
at least one collision between giant planets, and „ 12%
had multiple collisions. In contrast, using our initial con-
ditions (section 2), only „ 10% of the systems experience
giant planet collisions, and none of our 3J systems had two
collisions. This means that, for wider orbit giant planets,
planet-planet collisions have a diminished role in shaping
the evolution of the system.
Our most salient result is that hierarchical (4G) planet
systems are significantly less destructive to terrestrial plan-
ets than equal-mass (3J) systems. A similar result was found
by Veras & Armitage (2006) for systems with three giant
planets. Figures 3 and 4 show the full set of results for 4Gb
and 3J. Note that test particles usually survive in 4Gb, and
they rarely survive in 3J. Out of the four runs that had
ejections after a 30 Myr extension, one run had 3 survivors
and the others had none. In other words, the runs that took
longer to become unstable had the same survival rate as the
other runs, within statistical uncertainty. For this reason,
excluding the two remaining unresolved runs from the final
analysis should give the most unbiased result.
An interesting feature of Fig. 3 is that even when a giant
planet wanders well inside the terrestrial zone (e.g. light red
bar extends beyond the left of the frame) there is little effect
on the test particles, with up to 84% of the particles surviv-
ing. Contrast this with Fig. 4, where there are zero surviving
particles inside the light red bar. The key difference is that
in the 3J systems every intruder is a Jupiter-mass planet. In
the 4Gb runs, we verified that every single intruder is one
of the two Neptune-mass planets. This has two important
implications,
‚ The volume traced by the Hill sphere of a Neptune-mass
planet as it enters the terrestrial zone is seven times smaller
Table 3. The fate of test particles in the 3J, 4Ga, 4Gb, and 4Gc
systems. Particles are lost primarily by being ejected from the
system. The ejection criterion is that the particle reaches 1000
AU. Collisions with giant planets are very rare.
3J 4Ga 4Gb 4Gc
Ejected 63.1% 32.1% 22.3% 9.2%
Hit the Sun 32.9% 12.0% 7.3% 2.7%
Hit a planet 0.1% 0.2% 0.2% 0.0%
Survived 3.9% 55.6% 70.2% 88.1%
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Figure 5. Number of surviving test particles for each run. We did
50 runs for each architecture (3J, 4Ga, 4Gb, 4Gc) and each run
had 100 test particles. We sorted the runs from the most survivors
(left) to fewest (right). The two 3J runs that are unresolved are
included in the plot but marked with red squares. Not only is
3J more destructive than than a hierarchical system (4G), but
within 4G, the less hierarchical (e.g. 4Ga) the more destructive.
than that of a Jupiter-mass planet. The incursions typically
last for a few thousand years. Close encounters between the
test particle and the giant planet are not likely to occur in
this short interval of time. Also, with an orbital inclination
as low as 1.5˝, the Hill sphere of a Neptune-mass planet
could completely miss the path of a rocky planet.
‚ As a general rule, a giant planet can only eject a test
particle after a single encounter if planet’s escape speed is
greater than the local orbital speed (e.g. Goldreich et al.
2004; Ford & Rasio 2008; Davies et al. 2014). This means
that a single encounter with a Neptune-mass planet cannot
eject a particle inside 1.6 AU, whereas a Jupiter-mass planet
can eject particles in a single encounter as close as 0.24 AU.
Figure 5 shows the number of survivors for 3J, 4Ga,
4Gb, 4Gc. Not only are the hierarchical (4G) systems much
less destructive than the equal-mass (3J) system, but there
is a clear correlation among the 4G systems where the more
hierarchical systems (e.g. 4Gc) the higher the survival rate
of test particles. Table 3 shows the fate of the test particles
in more detail. In all cases, approximately two-thirds of the
particles lost are ejected from the system, and one-third col-
lide with the Sun. Collisions with the giant planets are very
rare.
The next most salient result is that 3J systems leave
MNRAS accepted, 1–14 (2016)
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Figure 2. Summary of six typical runs for 4Gb. Each planet is represented as a circle of radius proportional to m1{3 drawn at the
planet’s semimajor axis with a horizontal line from periastron to apastron. Test particles are shown in their last known location with
a colour that indicates whether the particle survived (blue), hit the star (green), or was ejected (orange). On the right side we show
the number of surviving particles. The initial conditions are shown at the top. When two planets collide (middle two runs) we alter the
planet radius to make the colour of the two planets easier to see. The light backgrounds show the range of the giant planet semimajor
axis (light blue) or position (light red) over the course of the simulation.
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Figure 6. Final giant planet eccentricities after the instability.
The two 3J runs that are unresolved are included in the plot but
marked with small arrows. Observed giant planets with eccentric-
ities higher than 0.4 most likely came from systems similar to 3J,
and it is likely that terrestrial planets never formed, or were de-
stroyed when the instability occurred. Giant planets with e ă 0.2
are likely to either never have become unstable, or have belonged
to a 4G-type system that usually leaves habitable planets intact.
giant planets in more eccentric orbits, and they have more
incursions into the terrestrial zone. A correlation between
planet mass ratios and final eccentricity is expected from
the conservation of energy and angular momentum. Indeed,
a similar correlation was found by Ford & Rasio (2008) for
two-planet systems. The authors argue that planet-planet
scatterings can reproduce the observed distribution of ec-
centricities from a distribution of planet mass ratios. Figure
6 shows the cumulative distribution of eccentricities at the
end of the run for the 3J and 4Gb runs. As a rule of thumb,
if a giant planet has a present-day eccentricity above 0.4, it
is very likely that it came from a very equal-mass system,
similar to the 3J systems that we have modelled. In turn,
giant planets with eccentricity lower than 0.2 probably came
from a hierarchical system, or acquired their present-day ec-
centricity through some other mechanism. For eccentricities
between 0.2 and 0.4, it is more difficult to know what the
initial system might have been like. The answer probably
depends mostly on the giant planet initial-mass function,
which is currently unknown (e.g. Juric´ & Tremaine 2008).
One might object that the 4G systems have a lower
total amount of mass than 3J. We have verified that the
difference between 4G and 3J (Fig. 6) is not mainly due to
the total mass, but is mainly due to the mass ratios. We
performed a set of runs where we doubled the masses of
the 4Ga planets (but kept ∆ fixed) and the results were
consistent with the original 4Ga runs. In other words, the
effect of giant planet mass is secondary. The most important
MNRAS accepted, 1–14 (2016)
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Figure 3. Final result for all 50 runs of 4Gb, using the same symbols as Fig. 2. In addition, when a test particle collides with a giant
planet, we mark its last recorded position in red. 4G systems have a high survival rate with a median of 73% of test particles surviving for
4Gb. 4G systems that have a collision between giant planets seem to have the same survival rate as the rest of the population (contrast
with 3J in Fig. 4).
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Figure 4. Final result for all 50 runs of 3J, using the same symbols as Fig. 3. There are two runs that still have three giant planets left
after 90 Myr of integration. We consider these runs unfinished and exclude them from the final results. All other runs that have surviving
particles and two giant planets are Gladman stable (∆ ą 2?3). 3J systems are extremely destructive, with a mean survival rate of 3.9
particles (excluding the two unresolved runs) and a median of zero. 3J systems that have giant planet collisions are less destructive, with
a mean survival rate of 25 particles and a median of 11.
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variables are ∆ (which sets the stability time-scale), and the
mass ratios. In the case of 3J systems, mutual inclination
is also important. We also performed runs with very flat 3J
systems (I „ 0.003˝, similar to Matsumura et al. (2013)) and
those have a much higher survival rate. This is due in part
to a greater number of collisions. For 4G systems, the effect
is present but much less pronounced. As noted in section 2,
we focus on 2-3˝ inclinations which are more in line with
observation.
3.2 History matters
Figures 3 and 4 show that giant planets can have excursions
into the terrestrial zone that are not evident from their fi-
nal orbits. A giant planet that ventured into the terrestrial
zone might later experience a collision, escape the system,
or simply move into a wider orbit. Any damage done dur-
ing the excursion would not be evident from the present-
day observable orbits. Figures 3 and 4 also show that giant
planets can be very destructive without venturing into the
terrestrial zone. This happens mainly through secular inter-
actions between the outer giant planets and the inner terres-
trial planets. Whether rocky planets are destroyed by close
encounters, or by long-range secular forces, the implication
is the same: An orbit that is dynamically stable today, may
still be empty because it was unstable in the past. For this
reason, it is important to model the history of a planetary
system across the dynamical instability, and not just focus
on the present-day orbital configuration.
3.3 Secular evolution
Appendix A has a brief review of secular theory and forced
eccentricity. For this discussion it suffices to say that the
value of the forced eccentricities and the width of the secu-
lar resonances increase with the eccentricity and mass of the
giant planets. In all our runs, the giant planets are initially
in circular orbits, but they promptly acquire non-zero eccen-
tricities. The 4Gb runs typically reach an eccentricity of 0.05
after „650,000 years (median), while the 3J runs take only
„ 1,000 years. As a point of reference, in the present-day
solar system Jupiter has an eccentricity of 0.048 and Saturn
has an eccentricity of 0.054.
Figure 7 shows the dynamical evolution of an example
4Gb and a 3J system. These two examples were chosen be-
cause they are equally destructive to the terrestrial zone – at
the end of the run, both systems are left with 11 surviving
particles. This means that we chose one of the more destruc-
tive 4Gb systems, and one of the less destructive 3J systems.
The bottom half of each plot shows the forced eccentricities
produced by the giant planets. Both 4Gb and 3J have two
secular resonances in between 0.5 and 2 AU, including one
inside the habitable zone; but the secular resonances from
4Gb are narrower and have lower forced eccentricities than
in 3J. As the systems evolve, the secular resonances move
and grow long before the planets start crossing orbits. In
the 4Gb run, the ejection of the two outer giants causes the
secular resonance to grow and to sweep through the habit-
able zone. In the 3J run, the two outer giants experience a
collision near the end of the run, leaving a single very wide
secular resonance in the habitable zone.
3.4 Mass and multiplicity of rocky planets
All of the results we have presented so far have relied on
test particles as a proxy for terrestrial planets. Test parti-
cles allow us to study many terrestrial orbits in parallel, and
because MC ! MJ, test particles generally do give a good
indication of how a terrestrial planet would behave. How-
ever, when multiple rocky planets are present, collisions and
dynamical interactions can become important. Our next set
of simulations has two key goals,
(i) Validate the use of test particles.
(ii) Explore the effect of rocky planet multiplicity.
To this end, we ran simulations of 4Gb systems with
the test particles replaced by 1, 2, or 4 rocky planets with
1MC (see Table 2). We ran each system 50 times for 30 Myr
with random orbits as described in section 2. The separa-
tion between the rocky planets are ∆ “ 48, 25, and 33. In all
cases, if the giant planets were not present the rocky plan-
ets would be stable for much longer than the 30 Myr sim-
ulation time (Chambers et al. 1996). To verify this, we ran
100 simulations with the four rocky planets in 4Gb+4e (Ta-
ble 2) but no giant planets. As expected, after 30 Myr there
were zero ejections, collisions, or close encounters. There-
fore, any instability observed in runs 4Gb+1e, 4Gb+2e, and
4Gb+4e are ultimately a consequence of the 4Gb giant plan-
ets. Figure 8 shows that the systems with a single rocky
planet (4Gb+1e) behave similar to the test particles. The
figure also shows that rocky companions have a damaging
effect, largely as a result of direct collisions. This much is
expected because rocky planets around 1 AU have escape
speeds smaller than their orbital speeds, which favours colli-
sions (Goldreich et al. 2004; Wetherill & Stewart 1989). This
is can be quantified by the quantity,
θ2 “
ˆ
mp
M‹
˙ˆ
Rp
ap
˙´1
(4)
where mp and M‹ are the masses of the planet and the star,
Rp is the planet radius, and ap is its semimajor axis. Planets
with θ " 1 are efficient at ejecting bodies, and those with
θ ă 1 are more likely to experience collisions (Ford & Rasio
2008). But notice that in the system with four rocky planets,
the probability that the planet at 1 AU will be ejected or will
collide with the Sun is visibly higher. This shows that rocky
planets do not behave exactly like test particles, and their
dynamical interactions can be consequential. To confirm, we
repeated the experiments with 300 runs of 4G and 4G+4e
(Table 4). We find that rocky companions significantly in-
crease the probability of an ejection, or a collision with the
central star.
Figure 9 shows that additional rocky planets do not
have a similarly systematic effect on the final eccentricity of
the 1 AU planet. The eccentricities look fairly similar. It is
possible that a single companion helps dampen the planet’s
eccentricity, but we leave this investigation for future work.
3.5 Effect on planet habitability
We chose the 4Gb system to do a more fine-grained measure-
ment of the survival and habitability of terrestrial planets
as a function of semimajor axis. In section 3.4 we mentioned
MNRAS accepted, 1–14 (2016)
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Figure 7. History of one of the 4Gb runs (left) and one of the 3J runs (right). The top plots show the semimajor axes of the giant
planets, as well as their periapsis and apoapsis. 4Gb runs become eccentric much later than 3J. The bottom plots shows the forced
eccentricities in the terrestrial zone. 4Gb has secular resonances initially a 1 AU and just beyond 1.5 AU, while 3J has them around 0.5
AU and just within 1.5 AU.
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Figure 8. Fate of a planet or test particle at 1 AU. The first
column is the 4Gb system with test particles only. 4Gb+1e has a
single Earth-mass planet at 1 AU. 4Gb+2e has Earth-mass plan-
ets at 0.72 and 1 AU (similar to Venus and Earth). 4Gb+4e has
Earth-mass planets at 0.39, 0.72, 1, and 1.52 AU (similar to the
orbits of Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars). Each system was run
50 times for 30 Myr. The bars show the number of planets (or par-
ticles) that were ejected (orange), collided with the Sun (green),
or collided with another planet (red), or survived (light and dark
blue). The light blue bar is the number of runs where the Earth
survives 30 Myr, but is in a crossing orbit with another rocky
planet; so it is likely to be destroyed at some point in the future.
All planet-planet collisions were with another rocky planet; there
were no collisions with giant planets.
Table 4. The fate of a rocky planet or test particle at 1 AU
in a 4Gb system based on 300 runs with test particles, and 300
runs with three Earth-mass companions (4Gb+4e). There were
no rocky-giant planet collisions; all the planet-planet collisions
reported are between rocky planets. There was one test particle
that collided with a giant planet.
Test particles (4Gb) Rocky companions (4Gb+4e)
Ejected 17.0% 26.7%
Hit the Sun 5.7% 11.0%
Hit a planet 0.3% 31.7%
Survived 77.0% 30.7%
an additional set of 300 runs with the 4Gb planets. These
runs included 140 test particles, whose semimajor axes are
distributed uniformly in log from 0.65 to 3.15 AU. We stop
the particles at 3.15 AU because that is the 2:1 resonance
with the giant planet at 5 AU. In the solar system, the 2:1
resonance with Jupiter mostly marks the outer edge of the
main asteroid belt.
Figure 10 shows the probability of finding a rocky planet
as a function of semimajor axis, renormalized so that the gi-
ant planet is fixed at 5 AU. We also mark the conservative
habitable zone with the updated values from (Kopparapu
et al. 2013b). We are interested in the probability that a
rocky planet that already hosted life would continue to be
habitable after the instability. This is difficult to quantify
because a planet’s obliquity (axial tilt) and eccentricity af-
fect climate in complex ways. For example, eccentricity in-
creases the net stellar flux, and the temperature extremes,
while obliquity makes a planet more resistant to global freez-
ing (e.g. Dressing et al. 2010; Abe et al. 2011). Our approach
is to calculate both an optimistic and a pessimistic estimate
for continued habitability.
‚ The minimum requirement for continued habitability is
MNRAS accepted, 1–14 (2016)
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Figure 9. Cumulative distribution of eccentricities of the sur-
viving test particles at 1 AU (grey), and rocky planets at 1 AU
for 4Gb+1e (purple), 4Gb+2e (green), and 4Gb+4e (dashed red).
Runs with with more than one rocky planet (2e and 4e) do not
have systematically different eccentricities than those with a sin-
gle rocky planet (1e) or a test particle.
that the planet never left the habitable zone, and that its
mean stellar flux continues to be within the limits of the hab-
itable zone. This is our “optimistic” estimate for continued
habitability, and is marked as a solid purple line in Fig. 10.
‚ The concept of habitability is is too complex to be cap-
tured by a single quantity like mean stellar irradiation. For
example, a highly eccentric planet may be sensitive to global
freezing at apoapsis, or it might become sterilized at peri-
apsis. Simulations by Dressing et al. (2010) suggest that a
habitable planet can tolerate eccentricities above 0.5 and
still have most of its surface habitable over the entire year
(figures 6 and 7). For our “pessimistic” estimate of contin-
ued habitability we add the requirement that the mean ir-
radiation falling on a planet change by no more than 10%
with respect to the mean irradiation that the planet received
at the beginning of the simulation. This requirement corre-
sponds to a maximum eccentricity of 0.417 for a planet that
did not change semimajor axis. This requirement is marked
as a dotted blue line in Fig. 10.
As a point of comparison, we plotted the same two esti-
mates for our 3J runs. This just reiterates the point that 3J
systems are more damaging to terrestrial planets. As noted
in section 3.4, if there are other rocky planets present, the
true survival rate will be lower.
4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Habitability as a function of observables
Over the course of a dynamical instability, giant planets can
change orbit, collide, merge with the Sun, or escape the sys-
tem entirely. In section 3.2 we made the point that an orbit
that is dynamically stable today, may still be empty because
it was unstable in the past. Despite this complexity, present-
day orbits still contain some information about the history
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Figure 10. Survival probability of terrestrial planets as a func-
tion of semimajor axis for a 4Gb system assuming that the
Jupiter-mass planet is at 5 AU (dashed green). In other words,
we rescaled the semimajor axes of the particles in each run by a
factor 5 AU{aG1, where aG1 is the semimajor axis of the Jupiter-
mass planet at the end of the run. We mark the location of the
habitable zone from Kopparapu et al. (2013b). The solid blue line
shows the probability that a lone habitable planet is resilient —
i.e. retains a mean stellar flux within the habitable zone limits
—. The dotted blue line shows the probability that a habitable
planet is resilient and that its mean irradiation changed by less
than 10% at the end of the run (see main text). The red lines
show the same results for 3J. The two unresolved 3J runs were
excluded from the calculation. The result for 3J is more noisy
because of the small number of runs that had survivors. Finally,
we show the location of the 2:1 and 4:3 mean motion resonances
with the planet at 5 AU. In the solar system, the 2:1 MMR marks
the outer edge of the main asteroid belt.
of the system. In this section we extrapolate from our simu-
lation results to establish a concrete connection between the
present day orbit (semimajor axis and eccentricity) of an ob-
served giant exoplanet, and the likelihood that a habitable
planet would have survived to the present day.
Figure 11 shows the final semimajor axes and eccen-
tricities for the most massive giant planet in our 4Gb runs,
and the inner giant planet for 3J. For each run we also show
the probability that a rocky planet that was initially in the
conservative habitable zone (Kopparapu et al. 2013b) was
still there at the end of the run. To extrapolate from our
simulation results, we present two key ideas:
(i) The first key idea in this section is that orbital dynam-
ics are largely scale free. That is to say, if we take a planetary
system and increase all the semimajor axes by (say) 25%, the
dynamical evolution should be the same though on longer
time-scales. One caveat is that the likelihood of collision be-
tween planets drops with semimajor axis (e.g. Ford & Rasio
2008), but as we noted in section 3.1, planet-planet collisions
already play a minor role in our simulations. Therefore, we
feel that we can justifiably rescale our simulations at least
within a narrow range of semimajor axes.
(ii) The second key idea is that, if we rescale the semima-
jor axes, a different set of particles will fall in the habitable
MNRAS accepted, 1–14 (2016)
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Figure 11. Final eccentricity and semimajor axis of the most massive planet in the 4Gb runs (blue), and the inner giant planet in the
3J runs (red). The two unresolved 3J runs are not shown. The size of each circle is proportional to the percentage of habitable planets
that remain habitable, with the largest circle corresponding to 100%. A plus sign indicates that no habitable planets survived.
zone. Taking Fig. 10 as an illustrative example, if we reduce
the semimajor axes, a different set of particles will fall in
the habitable zone. With the giant effectively moved closer
to the habitable zone, the survival rate of habitable planets
will drop. Conversely, if we increase the semimajor axes the
giant planet will be farther away from the habitable zone
and the survival rate of habitable planets will increase.
Let a and e be the semimajor axis and eccentricity of the
inner giant planet. Treating a as a free parameter, we can
create thousands of virtual systems so that we can probe
the a vs e parameter space. For any given value of a, we
rescale all our runs to put the inner giant at a. For each run
we compute the fraction of habitable planets that remains
habitable at the end of the run pipaq. One important caveat
is that the survival of habitable planets also depends on e;
specifically, more eccentric giants are associated with 3J sys-
tems and with lower survival rates. Therefore, we compute
a weighted sum across all our runs using Gaussian weights
so that the runs where the giant planet eccentricity is closer
to e dominate the sum. This gives our final result ppa, eq,
ppa, eq “
ř
i wipeq pipaqř
i wi
(5)
wipeq “ exp
ˆ pe´ eiq2
2 h2
˙
, (6)
where the Gaussian weights wi have smoothing length h “
0.05. The value ppa, eq estimates the probability p that a
habitable planet remained habitable as a function of a and
e.
Figure 12 shows the final value of ppa, eq assuming that
all giant planet systems are either 3J or 4G, divided in a 2:1
ratio, with the 4G systems divided equally between 4Ga,
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Figure 13. Black : Cumulative eccentricity distribution of the
observed giant planets plotted in Fig. 12. Green: Cumulative ec-
centricity distribution produced by our runs assuming a 2:1 ratio
between 3J and 4G systems, and that the 4G are split equally
between 4Ga, 4Gb, and 4Gc.
4Gb, and 4Gc. In Fig. 13 we show that that this simple pre-
scription mostly matches the observed distribution of giant
planet eccentricities shown in Fig. 12. We also tested other
ratios and found that the overall shape of the plot is not very
sensitive to the 3J-to-4G ratio because 3J systems tend to
leave planets in more eccentric orbits than 4G – the region
above e “ 0.3 is dominated by 3J, while the region below is
dominated by 4G.
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Figure 12. Left : Probability that a lone habitable planet has resilient habitability — i.e. the planet remains habitable after a dynamical
instability — as a function of the present-day semimajor axis and eccentricity of the observable giant planet. The calculation assumes
that planet systems are divided between 3J and 4G in a 2:1 ratio, and 4G are split equally between 4Ga, 4Gb, 4Gc. We found that
the shape of the plot does not depend strongly on the 3J-to-4G ratio. For each point (a, e) we rescale the semimajor axes of our runs
and compute the fraction of particles that remain in the habitable zone (Kopparapu et al. 2013a). We then take a weighted average
using Gaussian weights (see main text). The two unresolved 3J runs are excluded from the calculation. The white lines correspond to
p “ 0.25, 0.50, or 0.75. Right: Currently known exoplanets (blue) with m ą 0.3MJ around stars with 0.95 < M‹{Md < 1.05, along
with the p “ 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 lines (red). For example, for a giant planet with a “ 5 AU, e “ 0.02 around a Sun-like star there is a 50%
chance that a habitable planet would be resilient to the instability (dashed grey). The planet next to the p “ 0.75 line is HD 13931 b (at
a “ 5.15 AU, e “ 0.02).
Figure 12 also marks the points with p “ 0.25, 0.50,
and 0.75. As a point of reference, giant planets with e ą
0.4 probably have no habitable companions, and those with
a “ 5 AU, e “ 0.2 have p “ 0.50. The plots on the right
show that most currently known giant planets around Sun-
like stars probably do not have any habitable companions.
Currently the best candidate is HD 13931 b (p „ 0.75). As
we discover more giant planets beyond 5 AU, the situation
will improve.
4.2 Remark: habitability in stable systems
Although this paper is about habitability in unstable plane-
tary systems, we would be remiss if we did not point out that
Hill instability is not strictly needed for dynamical effects to
render a planet uninhabitable. In particular, secular effects
can increase the eccentricity of a habitable planet. Figure
14 is an illustrative example of a stable planetary system
that has a secular resonance inside the habitable zone. A
habitable planet that finds itself inside a secular resonance
will periodically gain high eccentricities. While an the cli-
mate of an Earth-like planet at 1 AU may be resilient to
eccentricities as high as 0.6, (Dressing et al. 2010, figure 4),
a collision between Earth and Venus only requires an eccen-
tricity of 0.27. Whether this effect is at all significant will
depend on the semimajor axis and eccentricity distribution
of giant planets, which is not currently well understood. We
just note that in the solar system the secular resonances
are nowhere near the habitable zone, and for planets with
Jupiter-like eccentricities, secular resonances are narrow.
5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have explored the fate of habitable terrestrial planets
in planetary systems where the giant planets experience a
dynamical instability. The high eccentricities of observed
giant exoplanets suggests that dynamical instabilities may
have occurred often in planetary systems (Juric´ & Tremaine
2008). These instabilities can alter the orbits of terrestrial
planets, some times leading to ejections or collisions. In the
case of habitable planets, a significant change in the orbital
parameters may also take the planet out of the habitable
zone. Our work has led to three key results:
‚ We find that planetary systems consisting of three
Jupiter-mass planets (3J) are extremely destructive to ter-
restrial planets in these systems, with most runs leading to
a complete clearing of the habitable zone (Fig. 4). In con-
trast, hierarchical systems consisting of four giant planets
of unequal masses (4G) are fairly benign to terrestrial plan-
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Figure 14. Forced eccentricities for a planetary systems with the
same giant planets as 4Gb, but with ∆ “ 10. All giant planets
have e “ 0.1 and random longitudes of pericentre $. This system
is probably stable for much longer than the main sequence lifetime
of a Sun-like star. The habitable zone is marked in green. There
is a secular resonance in the habitable zone. The region where
eforced ą 0.15 is marked in red. If the Earth-Venus system were
scaled outward so that the Earth is inside this region, Earth would
probably be sterilized by a collision with Venus.
ets, with most habitable planets surviving the instability.
Within the family of hierarchical (4G) systems, we find that
the survival rate of terrestrial planets increases as the giant
planets become more hierarchical (Fig. 5).
‚ We establish a concrete link between the present-day
orbit of an observed giant exoplanet and the survival of hab-
itable planets. Given the present-day semimajor axis and ec-
centricity of a giant exoplanet, and provided that the eccen-
tricity was the result of a dynamical instability, we can assign
a rough probability that a terrestrial planet in the habitable
zone would have survived the instability and remained in-
side the habitable zone (Fig. 12). As a rule of thumb, giant
planets with eccentricities higher than 0.4 have experienced
strong planet-planet scatterings and are very likely to have
originated in a system similar to our 3J systems (Fig. 11).
‚ Finally, we find that the presence of multiple rocky plan-
ets in the system has a harmful effect on the survival of
habitable planets. This occurs mainly through physical col-
lisions between rocky planets, but dynamical interactions
between rocky planets can also play a role. Depending on
the number and the proximity or rocky siblings, the net sur-
vival rate can be dramatically reduced. In one set of runs
with three rocky siblings, the survival rate for an Earth-like
planet dropped to less than half, from 77% survival rate to
31% survival rate, with 2/3 of the loss coming from physical
collisions with other rocky planets (Fig. 8; Table 4).
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APPENDIX A: SECULAR PERTURBATION
THEORY
The N-body problem is nonintegrable for N ą 2. However,
when the system is dominated by a single central body, the
orbits of the secondary bodies can be approximated as Kep-
lerian orbits with small perturbations arising from the mu-
tual gravitational attractions between the secondary bodies
(Murray & Dermott 1999). That is to say, the acceleration
on the minor body j is written as,
:rj “ ∇jpUj `Rjq, (A1)
where Uj is the Keplerian potential and Rj is known as the
disturbing function. As long as the bodies are not near mean
motion resonances, the evolution of their orbital parameters
can be described by secular perturbation theory. In the case
of N planets on coplanar orbits, the disturbing function of
planet j can be written as,
Rj “ nja2j
«
1
2
Ajje
2
j `
ÿ
k‰j
Ajkejek cosp$j ´$kq
ff
, (A2)
where nj , aj , ej , and $j are the mean motion, semimajor
axis, eccentricity, and longitude of pericentre of planet j. The
expansion for Ajk are given in Murray & Dermott (1999).
Conventionally, the values Ajk are thought of as the ele-
ments of a matrix A with N eigen values gi. If we now insert
test particles into this system, the particle’s eccentricity will
evolve in time according to,
e sin$ “ efree sinpt 9$free ` βq ` h0 (A3)
e cos$ “ efree cospt 9$free ` βq ` k0 (A4)
eforced “
b
h20 ` k20, (A5)
where efree and eforced are known as the free and forced ec-
centricity. Qualitatively, the particle eccentricity will oscil-
late around eforced with amplitude efree, where efree and β
are constants set by the boundary conditions. The forced
eccentricity is given by,
h0 “ ´
Nÿ
i“1
νi
9$free ´ gi sinpgit` βiq (A6)
k0 “ ´
Nÿ
i“1
νi
9$free ´ gi cospgit` βiq, (A7)
where νi is given in Murray & Dermott (1999) and increases
with the planet masses; βi is a constant set by the boundary
conditions. The important point is that the forced eccen-
tricity diverges when the precession rate of the test par-
ticle becomes similar to one of the eigen frequencies of A
(i.e. 9$free « gi). These are known as secular frequencies. In
the solar system the g6 eigen frequency is responsible for
carving the inner edge of the main asteroid belt.
Figure A1 shows the forced eccentricities for the 4Gb
and 3J systems with the giant planet eccentricities uniformly
set to 0.05, and a random choice of $j . As a point of refer-
ence, in the solar system Jupiter and Saturn have eccentric-
ities of 0.048 and 0.054 respectively. The discussion so far
has focused on a co-planar planet system. For a non-coplanar
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Figure A1. Forced eccentricities of 4Gb and 3J with the giant
planet eccentricities all set to e “ 0.05. 4Gb runs typically reach
e “ 0.05 after „650 Myr (median), while 3J runs take only „
1000 years. See also Fig. 7.
system, we obtain a similar set of equations involving the in-
clination I and longitude of ascending node Ω instead of e
and $. To first order, the equations for pe,$q are decoupled
from those of pI,Ωq.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
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